A new model of care to return holism to family medicine

Family medicine’s leadership in primary care is slipping as it loses its vision of whole-person care. This model of care can help us better manage and combat chronic disease.

Here is our problem: Family medicine has allowed itself, and its patients, to be picked apart by the forces of reductionism and a system that profits from the sick and suffering. We have lost sight of our purpose and our vision to care for the whole person. We have lost our way as healers.

The result is not only a decline in the specialty of family medicine as a leader in primary care but declining value and worsening outcomes in health care overall. We need to get our mojo back. We can do this by focusing less on trying to be all things to all people at all times, and more on creating better models for preventing, managing, and reversing chronic disease. This means providing health care that is person centered, relationship based, recovery focused, and paid for comprehensively.

I call this model Advanced Primary Care, or APC (FIGURE). In this article, I describe exemplars of APC from across the United States. I also provide tools to help you recover its central feature, holism—care of the whole person in mind, body, community, and spirit—in your practice, thus returning us to the core purpose of family medicine.

Holism is central to family medicine

More than 40 years ago, psychiatrist George Engel, MD, published a seminal article in *Science* that inspired a radical vision of how health care should be practiced. Called the biopsychosocial model, it stated what, in some ways, is obvious: Human beings are complex organisms embedded in complex environments made up of distinct, yet interacting, dimensions. These dimensions included physical, psychological, and social components. Engel’s radical proposition was that these dimensions are definable and measurable and that good medicine cannot afford to ignore any of them.

CONTINUED
Engel’s assertion that good medicine requires holism was a clarion call during a time of rapidly expanding knowledge and subspecialization. That call was the inspiration for a new medical specialty called family medicine, which dared to proclaim that the best way to heal was to care for the whole person within the context of that person’s emotional and social environment. Family medicine reinvigorated primary care and grew rapidly, becoming a preeminent primary care specialty in the United States.

**Reductionism is relentless**

But the forces of medicine were—and still are—driving relentlessly the other way. The science of the small and particular (reductionism), with dazzling technology and exploding subspecialty knowledge, and backed by powerful economic drivers, rewards health care for pulling the patient and the medical profession apart. We pay more to those who treat small parts of a person over a short period than to those who attend to the whole person over the lifetime.

Today, family medicine—for all of its common sense, scientific soundness, connectedness to patients, and demonstrated value—struggles to survive. The holistic vision of Engel is declining. The struggle in primary care is that its holistic vision gets co-opted by specialized medical science—and then it desperately attempts to apply those small and specialized tools to the care of patients in their wholeness. Holism is largely dead in health care, and everyone pays the consequences.

**Health care is losing its value**

The damage from this decline in holism is not
just to primary care but to the value of health care in general. Most medical care being delivered today—comprising diagnosis, treatment, and payment (the innermost circle of the FIGURE)—is not producing good health. Only 15% to 20% of the healing of an individual or a population comes from health care. The rest—nearly 80%—comes from other factors rarely addressed in the health care system: behavioral and lifestyle choices that people make in their daily life, including those related to food, movement, sleep, stress, and substance use. Increasingly, it is the economic and social determinants of health that influence this behavior and have a greater impact on health and lifespan than physiology or genes. The same social determinants of health also influence patients’ ability to obtain medical care and pursue a meaningful life.

The result of this decline in holism and in the value of health care in general has been a relentless rise in the cost of medical care and the need for social services; declining life expectancy and quality of life; growing patient dissatisfaction; and burnout in providers. Health care has become, as investor and business leader Warren Buffet remarked, the “tapeworm” of the economy and a major contributor to growing disparities in health and well-being between the haves and have-nots. Engel’s prediction that good medicine cannot afford to ignore holism has come to pass.

3-step solution: Return to whole-person care

Family medicine needs to return to whole-person care, but it can do so only if it attends to, and effectively delivers on, the prevention, treatment, and reversal of chronic disease and the enhancement of health and well-being. This can happen only if family medicine stops trying to be all things to all people at all times and, instead, focuses on what matters to the patient as a person.

This means that the core interaction in family medicine must be to assess the whole person—mind, body, social, spirit—and help that person make changes that improve his/her health and well-being based on his/her individualized needs and social context. In other words, family medicine needs to deliver a holistic model of APC that is person centered, relationship based, recovery focused, and paid for comprehensively.

How does one get from “standard” primary care of today (the innermost circle of the FIGURE) to a framework that truly delivers on the promise of healing? I propose 3 steps to return holism to family medicine.

1. **STEP 1: Start with comprehensive, coordinated primary care.** We know that this works. Starfield and others demonstrated this 2 decades ago, defining and devising what we know as quality primary care—characterized by first-contact care, comprehensive primary care (CPC), continuous care, and coordinated care. This type of primary care improves outcomes, lowers costs, and is satisfying to patients and providers. The physician cares for the patient throughout that person’s entire life cycle and provides all evidence-based services needed to prevent and treat common conditions. Comprehensive primary care is positioned in the first circle outward from the innermost circle of the FIGURE.

As medicine has become increasingly complex and subspecialized, however, the ability to coordinate care is often frayed, adding cost and reducing quality. Today, comprehensive primary care needs enhanced coordination. At a minimum, this means coordinating services for:

- chronic disease management (outpatient and inpatient transitions and emergency department use)
- referral (specialists and tests)
- pharmacy services (including delivery and patient education support).

An example of a primary care system that meets these requirements is the Catalyst Health Network in central Texas, which supplies coordination services to more than 1000 comprehensive primary care practices and 1.5 million patients. The Catalyst Network makes money for those practices, saves money in the system, enhances patient and provider satisfaction, and improves population health in the community. I call this enhanced primary care (EPC), shown in the second circle out from the innermost circle of the FIGURE.
Only 15% to 20% of individual and population healing comes from health care; the rest, from behavioral and lifestyle choices rarely addressed in primary care.

**STEP 2: Add integrative medicine and mental health.** EPC improves fragmented care but does not necessarily address a patient’s underlying determinants of healing. We know that health behaviors such as smoking cessation, avoidance of alcohol and drug abuse, improved diet, physical activity, sleep, and stress management contribute 40% to 60% of a person’s and a population’s health. In addition, evidence shows that behavioral health services, along with lifestyle change support, can even reverse many chronic diseases seen in primary care, such as obesity, diabetes, hypertension, cardiovascular disease, depression, and substance abuse.

Therefore, we need to add routine mental health services and nonpharmacotherapeutic approaches (eg, complementary and alternative medicine) to primary care. Doing so requires that behavioral change and self-care become a central feature of the doctor-patient dialogue and team skills and be added to primary care. I call this integrative primary care (IPC), shown on the left side in the third circle out from the innermost circle of the FIGURE.

An example of IPC is Whole Health, an initiative of the US Veteran’s Health Administration. Whole Health empowers and informs a person-centered approach and integrates it into the delivery of routine care. Evaluation of Whole Health implementation, which involved more than 130,000 veterans followed for 2 years, found a net overall reduction in the total cost of care of 20%—saving nearly $650 million or, on average, more than $4500 per veteran.

**STEP 3: Address social determinants of health.** Primary care will not fully be part of the solution for producing health and well-being unless it becomes instrumental in addressing the social determinants of health (SDH), defined as “...conditions in the environments in which people are born, live, learn, work, play, worship, and age that affect a wide range of health, functioning, and quality-of-life outcomes and risks.” These determinants include not only basic needs, such as housing, food, safety, and transportation (ie, social needs), but also what are known as structural determinants, such as income, education, language, and racial and ethnic bias.

Health care cannot solve all of these social ills, but it is increasingly being called on to be the nexus of coordination for services that address these needs when they affect health outcomes.

Examples of health systems that provide for social needs include the free “food prescription” program of Pennsylvania’s Geisinger Health System, for patients with diabetes who do not have the resources to pay for food. This approach improves blood glucose control by patients and saves money on medications and other interventions. Similarly, Kaiser Permanente has experimented with housing vouchers for homeless patients, and most Federally Qualified Health Centers provide bus or other transportation tickets to patients for their appointments and free or discounted tests and specialty care.

**Implementing whole-person care for all**

I propose that we make APC the central focus of family medicine. This model would comprise CPC, plus EPC, IPC, and community coordination to address SDH. This is expressed as:

\[
\text{CPC + EPC + IPC + SDH = APC}
\]

APC would mean health for the whole person and for all people. Again, the FIGURE shows how this model, encompassing the entire third circle out from the center circle, could be created from current models of care.

**How do we pay for this?** We already do—and way too much. The problem is not lack of money in the health care system but how it is organized and distributed. The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services and other payers are developing value-based payment models to help cover this type of care, but payers cannot pay for something if it is unavailable.

Can family physicians deliver APC? I believe they can, and have given a few examples here to show how this is already happening. To help primary care providers start to deliver APC in their system, my team and I have built the HOPE (Healing Oriented Practices & Environments) Note Toolkit to use in daily practice. These and other tools are being used by a number of large hospital systems and health care networks around the country.
(You can download the HOPE Note Toolkit, at no cost, at https://drwaynejonas.com/resources/hope-note/.) Whatever we call this new type of primary care, it needs to care for the whole person and to be available to all. It finds expression in these assertions:

- We cannot ignore an essential part of what a human being is and expect them to heal or become whole.
- We cannot ignore essential people in our communities and expect our costs to go down or our compassion to go up.
- We need to stop allowing family medicine to be co-opted by reductionism and its profits.

In sum, we need a new vision of primary care—like Engel's holistic vision in the 1970s—to motivate us, and we need to return to fundamental concepts of how healing works in medicine.
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